
BECOME AN 
ENGAGING 
PRESENTER
Five presentation skills you can practise almost any 
time - so they come naturally when you need them!
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The Best You Can Be
Imagine not only feeling confident when you are called on to 
deliver a presentation – but actually enjoying it and welcoming 
the opportunity!

Imagine people coming up to you after your next presentation 
and saying “thanks that was really great”. 

You might think that would never happen to you; that you’re 
not cut out to be a natural, engaging and persuasive public 
speaker. But the truth is you can be. And many of the skills you 
need to master to make that happen are things you can practise 
whenever you have a few moments on your own.

Very few great presenters are born that way. Most have to 
rehearse and develop their skills over time. What they all do 
is observe and interpret how the way they speak and conduct 
themselves influences other people. They then work on and 
develop the aspects of their communication style that produce 
the changes in attitudes and behaviours that they seek to 
achieve.

This isn’t a quick fix guide to becoming a mesmerising 
presenter. It’s a short guide to some key skills that you can 
practise that will make a marked difference to how convincingly 
you perform, how confident you feel, and how positively people 
feel about your presentations.

Being a more effective communicator has many benefits 
beyond helping you win more contracts. It will have a positive 
impact on your influence and “standing” in all aspects of your 
life.

VERY FEW GREAT PRESENTERS 
ARE BORN THAT WAY. 

Most have to rehearse and develop 
their skills over time. 

BEING A MORE EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATOR HAS MANY BENEFITS 

Beyond helping you win more contracts. It will 
have a positive impact on your influence and 
“standing” in all aspects of your life.
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How to practise
Even if it’s a presentation you’ve delivered many times you need 
to practise. If it’s ‘brand new’ – you really need to practise. And 
you need to make it as real as possible. Sitting at your PC and 
running through the slides in your head is not practice. Even 
silently saying the presentation in your head is not enough!

Stand up and speak as loudly and with as much passion, 
enthusiasm and commitment as if you were delivering for real. 
Imagine that you are filling a venue with your voice and not just 
your office or the conference room you’ve borrowed for a bit of 
privacy.

Get a critical audience, or video yourself and get some honest 
feedback. When you see yourself as others do you can then 
start to learn how to control your mannerisms and emphasize 
the positive communication techniques that we discuss in this 
guide.

These techniques may not always feel natural to you to begin 
with. But once you become more used to using them they 
will start to come naturally. The best way to achieve that is to 
practise them every chance you get.

When you 
see yourself 
as others 
do you can 
then start 
to learn 
how to 
control your 
mannerisms

Even silently saying 
the presentation 
in your head is not 
enough!
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Intonation and Modulation
We’ve all been there. The monotone drone that makes a 15 
minute presentation seem like an excruciating eternity. Yet 
although we all hate it, why do so many presenters think that it’s 
acceptable to subject their audience to the experience? 

I’m sure that people who deliver such boring and dull 
presentations don’t realise that this is what they are doing. But 
they have clearly either never been given honest and candid 
feedback, or they have absolutely no consideration for the 
needs of their audience – in other words they’re delivering the 
presentation for their own motives, not to meet the needs and 
wants of their audience.

In truth, it’s really not that hard to vary your speaking voice so 
that the tone rises and falls to add variety, colour and emphasis 
to what you are saying.

Consider this simple sentence and how the impact and 
meaning are influenced by where you place the emphasis:

I will do this immediately

I will do this immediately – I will be the one who takes personal 
responsibility

I WILL do this immediately – implies that there are significant 
obstacles but there is s personal commitment to getting it done 
right away

I will do THIS immediately – I have lots of priorities but this is 
the one I’m choosing to focus on

I will do this IMMEDIATELY – I understand how important this 
is to you and it’s going to get done right now.

Now try the same exercise with: I will become a better 
presenter.

it’s really 
not that 
hard to 
vary your 
speaking 
voice so 
that the 
tone rises 
and falls
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Similarly with volume. Many of history’s great orators started 
their speeches with a restrained, calm tone of voice – almost 
too quiet. This can draw people in so they start to listen more 
carefully. Now you can’t maintain the quiet beginning for more 
than a minute or so before people start to find the strain of 
following what you are saying too much; but by then you’ve got 
them hooked. You’ve also given your voice and your delivery 
somewhere else to go without shouting your head off.
Learning to vary your speaking voice is the most fundamental 
skill needed by engaging presenters.

Here’s all you need:

1. A good quality microphone that will plug into your PC.
2. A room that has reasonable acoustics without too much echo
3. Something to read out loud

What you read almost doesn’t matter; it could be the 
Gettysburg Address, Harry Potter or your business Annual 
Report. It’s all about thinking how varying the tone and the 
volume of your voice can make it sound more interesting to 
your potential audience. It’s also about studying how you can 
enhance the meaning by changing the emphasis, pace and 
tone of the words spoken.

Experiment with reading phrases in different ways and play 
back the recordings to see what sort of impact the changes 
make.

Feeding back to yourself in this way will gradually develop more 
varied and interesting patterns of speech and delivery. Then, 
when it comes to honing your next presentation, making the 
delivery more vibrant will come much more naturally.

LEARNING TO VARY YOUR SPEAKING VOICE IS THE MOST 
FUNDAMENTAL SKILL NEEDED BY ENGAGING PRESENTERS

It’s also about studying how you can enhance the meaning by changing the 
emphasis in pace and tone of the words spoken.
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Learn to observe
Observe how people deliver different phrases in everyday life 
and note the impression this makes on you. The next time you 
are in a restaurant and somebody asks ‘is everything alright with 
your meal?’ think about how the way that phrase was delivered 
carried additional meaning. It could have been saying any of 
the following:

• ‘I don’t really care if you’re enjoying it but its company   
 policy, I’ve been told that I have to ask’.

• ‘I know it’s probably not very good but please don’t spoil my  
 day by telling me’.

• ‘I know it’s a great meal and I’m only asking so you can   
 boost my ego’.

• ‘I really care about whether you are having a great    
 experience. And if you’re not I want you to tell me so I can   
 make it right’.

Get into the habit of observing other people’s delivery and this 
will feed back into your own style and conviction.

DO YOU WANT TO DELIVER 
PRESENTATIONS YOU CAN BE PROUD OF?

BOOK A PRESENTATION SKILLS 
COACHING SESSION HERE

Get into 
the habit of 
observing 
other 
people’s 
delivery 
and this 
will feed 
back into 
your own 
style and 
conviction.
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Relaxation
A small amount of nervous tension before a presentation 
is natural and healthy. Controlled nerves can energise your 
performance and convey passion and commitment. But when 
they get out of control presentations can become a mangled 
wreckage of incomprehensible words – if you even remembered 
what it was you meant to say in the first place.

Learning how to relax puts you back in control. The intonation 
and modulation that you’ve mastered can then be brought to 
bear and your relaxed demeanour will put your audience at 
ease and ready to focus on your message.

The time to learn these techniques is not the day before you 
have to deliver a high-stakes presentation.

LEARNING HOW TO RELAX PUTS YOU BACK IN CONTROL

Your relaxed demeanour will put your audience at ease.
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Breathing
Learning how to control your breathing is critical. It helps you 
feel more in control and also affects the quality and tone of your 
voice.

The key is to breathe from your abdomen so that you draw in 
oxygen in deep steady breaths. Drawing in more oxygen deeply 
and slowly will naturally make you feel less tense and short of 
breath.

Breathe in through your nose and out through your mouth. It 
often helps to place a hand flat on your abdomen so you can 
feel the movement as you breathe in and out (not while you’re 
presenting, obviously).

Deep breathing exercises are helpful at the end of a hard day 
to allow your body to rebalance the effects of everyday stress. 
Learning how to control your breathing in the last few minutes 
before you go on to present will also help you get up on stage 
in the right frame of mind.

This is a technique you can practise almost any time – and it will 
always be beneficial.

The key is 
to breathe 
from your 
abdomen 
so that 
you draw 
in oxygen 
in deep 
steady 
breaths.
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Progressive Muscle Relaxation
This technique gets you to focus your mind intently on one part 
of the body – sensing how it feels and then getting all of the 
muscles to relax.

In a full routine you would normally start by focusing on one 
foot, then the next before working up each leg in turn. This 
would be followed by the torso, hands and arms, neck and 
head.

The full routine isn’t feasible before a presentation but if you’ve 
learned the technique, just focusing on your fingers and toes 
alongside your breathing exercise can ease you into a state of 
calm self-control.

The longer-term benefit is that the more presentations 
you deliver in a calm and relaxed state of mind, the more 
confidence you gain in your ability. This confidence feeds into 
more relaxation so you get a healthy cycle of feedback and 
improvement.

CONFIDENCE FEEDS INTO MORE RELAXATION 

So you get a healthy cycle of feedback and improvement.
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Projection
Even if you are using microphones and amplification, your 
normal speaking voice is not what you need for delivering a 
presentation; unless, perhaps, you are Brian Blessed.
Learning to project your voice will help you make a connection 
with people at the back of the room. It isn’t just about volume 
(you could use technology to achieve that), it’s about the vocal 
quality, authority and clarity that comes with projecting your 
voice.

It is not a natural thing to do. So again, it’s something you need 
to get accustomed to. The obvious place to get some practice 
is when you rehearse your presentation. You aren’t just getting 
used to the words you are going to say, you are practising how 
you are going to deliver them.

A roomful of people soaks up a lot of sound so projecting 
your voice becomes even more challenging and more 
necessary for a larger audience.You need to allow for this when 
practising, especially if the practice takes place within an empty 
auditorium.

It all starts with your diaphragm. Rather like your breathing 
exercises, you need to focus on using your abdomen rather 
than your upper chest and throat.

You aren’t 
just getting 
used to 
the words 
you are 
going to 
say, you are 
practising 
how you 
are going 
to deliver 
them.

Focus on 
using your 
abdomen 
rather than 
your upper 
chest and 
throat.
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You also need to stand up straight with your head up. Imagine 
what it does to your delivery when you have your head down 
reading your notes – you have virtually no chance of projecting 
your voice and connecting with the audience.

Any time you are on your own somewhere quiet you can 
practice projecting your voice just to get used to how it feels. 
Take every opportunity you can to do this when you are coming 
up to an important presentation.

As a manager, projecting your voice (without shouting) will also 
improve your ‘presence’ and encourage colleagues to pay more 
attention to what you say (as previously alluded to).

TAKE THE ANXIETY OUT OF PRESENTING

BOOK A COACHING SESSION HERE AND 
START REALISING JUST HOW GOOD YOU 
CAN BE

Projecting 
your voice 
(without 
shouting) 
will also 
improve 
your 
‘presence’ 
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Posture
Scientists at Harvard University have established a direct link 
between a ‘power pose’ and hormone levels. Adopting a power 
pose increases testosterone levels (making you feel more 
confident) and decreases cortisol levels (the hormone linked to 
anxiety).

Power poses, whether seated or standing - tend to be more 
open. A typical seated power pose might see you reclined with 
your hands behind your head. A standing power pose would 
have feet shoulder width apart, shoulders back and probably 
your hands on your hips (yes, a bit like Superman or Wonder 
Woman).

Adopting a power pose for around 3 minutes a day has been 
shown to have long-term effects on the levels of these crucial 
hormones. 

When presenting, using a power pose will help you feel and 
seem more calm and in control. Adopting a power pose for 
2-3 minutes before you go on will adjust your hormone levels 
to an appropriate level so you are ready to take charge of the 
situation.

Obviously you still need to move around and you can’t deliver 
your entire presentation in one posture. But when you know 
how the power posture feels you can concentrate on getting 
your feet in the right position, using open gestures with your 
arms and hands, and staying upright.

Delivering by being slouched over a lecturn might feel more 
secure but is not helping your confidence or your stress levels. 
Above all, it won’t help you connect with the audience.
Power poses are probably the simplest things you can practise 
and can easily be incorporated into your daily routine. This 
will also help you a greater sense of personal authority and 
presence in everyday work and social situations.

A power 
pose will 
help you 
feel and 
seem more 
calm and in 
control. 

This will 
also help 
you a 
greater 
sense of 
personal 
authority 
and 
presence.
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Pause for Effect
Another subtle but important difference between conversation 
and presenting is the way you use pauses. Most of us don’t tend 
to pause for effect too often when we are talking normally, it’s 
probably not something we think of doing.

A conversational pause is the signal for other people to speak 
and respond to what you’ve just said, plus to add their own 
thoughts and potentially lead the conversation in a different 
direction. The audience doesn’t have this opportunity in a 
presentation. This is one of the most fundamental differences 
between conversation and presentations.

In presentations the pauses serve different purposes (for the 
audience and also the presenter). For the audience they allow 
they time to reflect on what they’ve just seen and heard, to 
digest and interpret the information and decide what their 
opinion of it is.

For the presenter they are an opportunity to gather your 
thoughts, re-set your mind back to what you need to say next 
(maybe partially based on audience response), and to engage 
on a wholly non-verbal level (eye-contact, posture etc).

Pauses always feel a lot longer to the presenter than they do 
to the audience, and as presenter it’s critical to understand this 
and be able to deal with it – indeed to make it work for you.

IN PRESENTATIONS THE PAUSES SERVE DIFFERENT PURPOSES 

They allow they time to reflect on what they’ve just seen and heard.

Pauses 
always feel 
a lot longer 
to the 
presenter 
than they 
do to the 
audience.
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When we deliver presentations it’s absolutely essential to 
master the art of pausing. Pauses emphasise important 
information that you want people to ponder and absorb, and 
they highlight when you’ve just said something really important.

Your pauses should always be part of your presentation 
rehearsal and you have to identify in your notes exactly where 
you want to stop and let your message sink in.

The good news is that you can also practise your pauses 
outside of presentation situations and it will probably make you 
a better all-round communicator as a result.

When you are next having a serious conversation or debate, or 
you are in a business meeting with colleagues, try adding one 
or two strategic pauses to what you are saying. Note what effect 
these have. Do they encourage people to listen more intently to 
what you are saying?

Using pauses in this way will help them become a feature of 
your natural pattern of speech, so it doesn’t feel so odd when 
you use them in a presentation.

As with all of the techniques we’ve discussed the key is to 
practise as often as possible so that everything works together 
and feels natural. If you master all of these you are well on the 
way to becoming the sort of presenter that people look forward 
to seeing.

WHEN WE DELIVER PRESENTATIONS IT’S ABSOLUTELY 
ESSENTIAL TO MASTER THE ART OF PAUSING. 

Try adding one or two strategic pauses to what you are saying. 
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Other skills
There are other skills you’ll also need such as using eye contact, 
structuring your presentation and using graphics effectively.  
You can find guidance on all of these through my blog. 

ALTERNATIVELY, BOOK A COACHING 
SESSION HERE AND GET INDIVIDUAL TUITION

TAKE THE STRESS AND UNCERTAINTY OUT OF 
YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION
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